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Business degrees considered reciprocal
By Carl Miller
Personnel representatives from two large Bay Area
businesses said that undergraduate business degrees
such as marketing, management, and accounting are
generally interchangeable.
Patricia Shepard, a senior personnel specialist for
Digital Equipment Corporation, said that undergraduate
business concentrations don’t matter unless the employer is looking for someone in a highly technical environment. Shepard said that degrees in business and economics are both generally acceptable for most entrylevel employment.
"We are presently hiring people now for sales positions, and it doesn’t matter whether the degree the prospective employee has is in marketing or business ad-

ministration," Shepard said.
Digital Equipment Corporation produces computers
and computer accessories.
Valerie Sanders, personnel representative for Hewlett-Packard said, " We consider everyone for positions
unless we are looking for a technical business field, such
as some kinds of finance."
Sanders added that marketing, accounting, and management are generally interchangeable.
Hewlett-Packard also produces computers and a
wide variety of office equipment.
SJSU Marketing Professor John Lehane said businesses might consider a graduate in a different concentration than what is necessary for the job if the prospective employee was a motivated person, but Lehane

added, "It would be a waste of talent to put an accounting
student in marketing."
Lehane said that a company wants its workers to be
as productive as possible in a short time.
"Businesses have a tendency to be extremely practical and they would be foolish to take a graduate and put
him in a area other than his concentration," Lelia& said.
Joe Cleary, a senior at SJSU majoring in management, said he was "pretty much surprised" that undergraduate degrees in business could be interchangeable.
But Cleary said interchangeable business degrees made
sense because at the undergraduate level students only
get basic skills.
"If you’re going to Stanford, you’ll be geared to top

management and you use your skills, but here at San
Jose State you are geared to low management," Cleary
said.
Another SJSU business student, Fred Eftekhari, who
is a senior majoring in finance, said that it wasn’t a surprise that majors are interchangeable.
"You’ve got to apply yourself to your field," Eftekha ri said. "But you may not get the same job."
In 1982 the Career Planning and Placement conducted a survey of all graduates and the results concluded that, of the students who responded to the survey,
46 percent of the marketing students found jobs related to
their majors, 70 percent of the accounting students, and
44 percent of the management students.

Laser use
could spur
job market
increases

Pugilistic punks
Crowd
violence
closes
concert
By Cindy Barton
and Frank Lopez
A performance by punk band
Agent Orange in front of 600 people
Friday night in the Student Union
resulted in an estimated 82,500
worth of damage and at least three
arrests.
Violence generated by the concert prompted S.U. Program Adviser Ted Gehrke to cut the show
short, against the band’s wishes.
During a pause in a song, Agent
Orange was asked to leave the
stage.
"It was a dangerous situation
. . . I thought they were done. I
take total blame for the situation.
I’m so square I didn’t know they
were in the middle of a song,"
Gehrke said.
The band’s guitarist, who goes
by "Mike," didn’t agree with the
decision. "It’s embarrassing having to leave the stage like that.
We’re out to please the audience.
If (audience members) are going
to politely hop on and off (stage),
that’s O.K. with me. They (the
A.S. Program Board) just pulled
the plug on us."
The problems of the concert,
according to Natalie Sibert of the
program board, arose from a combination of the no-show of scheduled opening band Black Athletes,
Agent Orange’s tendency to incite
the crowd, overreacting security,
and a crowd comprised of primarily 14 and 15-year-olds.
"As uptight as things were, we
could have been faced with a
really bad riot. I’ve heard of that
happening with other shows before," Sibert said.
The trouble began when the
crowd became restless while waiting for the concert to begin. Black

By Melissa Calvo
Because of modern applications
of gas laser technology, employment opportunities could be opening
up for those interested in the field.
Discussion of gas lasers and employment opportunities was initiated by Dale Crane, president of
Uniphase Corp. in Sunnyvale
Crane, who graduated from
SJSU in 1964, addressed about 30
students and faculty Thursday afternoon regarding the lasers his
company manufactures
"We need good technical talent," he said "We’re on the threshold of rapid growth."

Last Friday’s Agent Orange punk
concert turned from a pleasureable
Athletes were scheduled to start
the concert at 9 p.m. but its noshow caused a 1,2 -hour delay.
Black Athletes’ manager said yesterday the band’s non-arrival was
a due to just plain "irresponsibility" of four of its members.
During the delay, a painting in
the Student Union was damaged
when a ticket holder punched it.
S.U. Associate Director Pat Wiley
estimated the value of the painting
at $2,500.
During the delay two arrests
were made by University Police.
One was reportedly for public
drunkeness and the other for the
damage inflicted upon the painting.
Trouble peaked at the end of
the concert when the band’s drummer got into a fight with a person
from the audience who had
jumped up on stage and spat in his

experience to a free for all in the Student Union. The event, sponsored by

face. At this point the concert was
temporarily stopped by Mike who
said the show would stop if the
crowd didn’t settle down.
The groups manager, Steve
Levesque, said the band was
partly to blame for the fight.
"Mike was being sarcastic
and said ,’Hey, if you want to come
up (on stage), come on up.’ I don’t
think that he should have done
that. They took him literally.
Usually they (the members of the
audience) do what they say."
Sibert said that she felt much
of the problems were caused by
the program board’s security
overreacting by being too violent
handling the people jumping on
and off the stage.
"I thought my security people
didn’t understand. There were a
few football players who were on a
power trip and said. ’Hey let’s

Michael McGuire
the Student Union Program Board,
ended in at least three arrests.

rough these kids up’ . . . I thought
they’d understand that people
were going to dive on and off the
stage."
Dennis Sperry, who headed
the security crew, admitted they
did overreact in some instances,
but generally handled things properly.
The problem, as Sperry saw it,
was that there just wasn’t enough
room on stage to allow members
of the audience to jump up on to it,
as is typically done at punk concerts.
George Spies, a ticket holder,
complained about the security in
an argument with Gerhke saying
that "The bouncers are too violent
for the environment they’re engaged in. They’re protecting
equipment, but they’ri hurting
people."
Gerhke disagreed with this

statement saying, "The point was
I had told the band one more tune
They, (Agent Orange) didn’t ask us
to get the bouncers off the stage."
Sibert said that if she had it to
do over again she would screen the
security better.
Another change Sibert would
make is to put a minimum age
limit for attending a concert. She
said there were too many 14 and 15
year-olds, and that their immaturity contributed to the problem.
Hostilities continued even
after the concert was over. Approximently 75 people had gathered in the Student Union quad
outside and were quickly dispersed by campus police. The
crowd retaliated by shouting:"
Pigs, pigs, pigs."
One person who refused to
leave was arrested for possession
of alcohol by a minor.

Students discuss survival in a nuclear age

Clay Holden
Gustavo Arias, on S.A.N.E. forum, speaks out.

By Melissa Calvo
Coming from various backgrounds and representing
many groups, campus leaders came together to air their
views on the active role of the student in preventing nuclear war.
The discussion was part of yesterday’s forum dealing
with issues concerning the prevention of a nuclear war,
sponsored by S.A.N.E. (Students Aware of Nuclear Exchange) .
The forum also featured Spartan Daily Editor Jennifer Koss and Jan Hutchins, co-anchorman for KICU
Channel 36, who questioned the panel.
The general consensus of panel members was that
something could be done to prevent a nuclear war.
Larry Dougherty, A.S. vice-president and representative for the Progressive Students Alliance. said,
"We’re not motivated by fear of what will happen, but
what we can do to prevent it."
The problem with preventing a nuclear war lies with
the current administration. Dougherty said.
"What we need to do is eliminate Ronald Reagan
from the White House," he said.
Greg Miller, representative for the University Committee for Solidarity with El Salvador, said that the present administration suggests in writing "that we might
strike first against the Soviet Union and win "
Dougherty said students can get involved by getting

educated on the subject and taking action.
Akubundu Amazu, All African People’s Revolutionary Party representative, said that students must start
an alliance.
Mark Houseman, representative of the Intervarsity
Christian Fellowship Organization, addressed Hutchins’
question of whether fighting for this cause would be contradicting the belief of faith in God.
"We (Christians) use faith as a basis; faith that
God’s going to make a difference," he responded.
He added that the individual makes the difference in
his relationship with God
Kathy Cordova, A.S. president, said that people need
to educate children on this subject.
Koss, during her questioning, cited an example of a
man who was irate that children were learning about nuclear war in school and being brainwashed and frightened.
S. Denise Ford, representative of S.A.N.E., answered, "Fear will come spontaneously, but it will be alleviated with understanding.’
Cordova said, "It’s their world that’s going to inherit
this nuclear threat."
Other panelists included Eric Allred, Students for
Peace; Karen Hester, Women’s Center; Tony Bolivar,
Academic Board director and Gustavo Arias, Native
American Students Organization.

A laser is a device that amplifies light, using mirrors and produces an intense beam as a result of
atoms being stimulated.
Gas lasers are now being used
for medical, therapeutic, diagnostic
and computer printing application,
as well as to aid the print media,
Crane said.
"The field is broad," he said, explaining that there are opportunities
to develop brand new lasers
"One can get into the field at
whatever level one chooses."
Next year will mark the 25th
year of the laser industry. Crane
said, adding the industry evolved
into brand new laser opportunities
from engineering support that have
been around a long time.
He started Uniphase Corp. five
years ago and came to speak to
SJSU students to give them a "flavor of what our industry is about,
hoping to attract people into our
field," he said.
Lasers work well in California
because of the dry weather here,
Crane said.
Uniphase introduced a new
laser in 1981, which he said is physically smaller than previous lasers.
"We’ve been badly beat (by
other countries) in developing new
applications for lasers like laser
printing and high density opticals,
particularly by Japan," he said.
But "basically, we (United
States have better products."
He said, he is more concerned
about the commercial aspects of the
industry than the military.
He cited other laser manufacturing companies like Spectrophysics, Hitachi and Toshiba.
Crane workered for MIT Corp.
until he started Uniphase.

We stand
corrected

An article appeared in
yesterday’s Spartan Daily
which said William J. Bennett, chairman of the National
Endowment for the Humanities, would be speaking tonight at Morris Daily Auditorium. He will actually be
speaking at 6 tonight in the
Music Auditorium
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The right direction
Yesterday’s meeting with
SJSU President Gail Fullerton
and representatives of the Spartan Daily was a step in the right
direction towards solving the paper’s financial woes.
At a late-afternoon meeting
between members of the journalism department, the administration and the university controller’s office, which acts as a bank
for the Daily, Fullerton indicated
she wants the paper to continue.
The paper has recently been
jeopardized by a series of decisions that have rendered it financially impotent.
Several years ago, the Daily
was ordered by the administration to drop its reserve fund. The
fund provided the Daily with revenue needed to start production
each semester and cover emergency overruns. Liquidation of
the paper’s reserve fund has left
the paper in a position where it is
now unable to pay its bills.
Another problem has been
subscription funds. This revenue
is needed to counterbalance deficits that come about because advertising revenue alone cannot
fund a paper. The Daily’s requests for subscription funds
from Associated Students have
often been answered with a fraction of the amount needed.
Another possible source of
money for the Daily is through the
Instructionally-Related Activities
fund. The Daily has applied for

IRA funds, and will discover the
outcome next month, though it
has not received any significant
amount from those funds for several years.
In any case, the Daily’s problems are more immediate than
that. It is facing about $40,000 in
overdue bills, and must come up
with some money quickly if it is to
continue publishing.
Yesterday’s meeting has renewed hope for a permanent, as
well as an immediate, solution to
the Daily’s struggle for funding.
Immediate solutions discussed include a loan from the university
and the possibility of delaying
payment on debts owed to the university.
Long-term solutions include
state aid to help with payroll costs
of three employees, the implementation of a biannual, rather
than an annual budget, and the reinstatement of a reserve fund. A
biannual budget would allow
bookkeepers to more accurately
project income and expenses, and
a reserve fund would help solve
the Daily’s cash-flow problems.
The positive tone of the meeting clearly indicates a promise of
cooperation from Fullerton and
other members of the administration.
With the administration’s
support, as well as that of the
SJSU community, the Daily will
survive.

The politics of ’racing’
Over time things have began to
change for minority groups that have been
oppressed and discriminated against by
the majority in the United States.
Minority groups have even achieved
substantial gain in the political arena,
which has long been dominated by white
males.
But in the process of trying to get a
piece of the pie for minorities in the government, many people have lost sight of
the purpose of government and why we
elect government officials.
It has gotten to the point where people
are backing and electing certain candi-
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Angela Stanford
Staff Writer

dates first on their nationality or sex and
second on their political stance and what
they can do for all people.
Whites are voting for white politians,
blacks are voting for blacks, Mexicans are
voting for Mexicans, women are voting for
women, etc. . .
Because of the racism and discrimination that still exists in our society, the political arena has become another setback
in the stride for total intergration of all
races.
Using Jesse Jackson as an example, it
can be demonstrated how ludicrous our
political system has become.
Since Jackson decided to run for the
democratic presidential candidancy, he
has become even more popular. The main
reason for his popularity hasn’t been his
political stance, but the fact that he is
black and attempting to run for president.
The whole issue of race has entered
into this years democratic primaries.
Jackson’s main aim is to get the "black
vote." Gary Hart and Walter Mondale
could care less if they get the "black

vote," and if one of them happens to get
part of the "black vote" from Jackson it
becomes a big issue.
Many black people get very offensive
if they hear of another black person who is
not supporting Jackson and they think that
you are going against your race.
But a majority of those who do support
Jackson are doing so because he is black.
Many of them have no ideal of what his political stance is, but he’s black, so of
course he will help the black people.
But of course Jackson is an exception
and he is out to help black people and get
more political power for blacks. He also
trying to get blacks to join together and
support one another and that’s great. But
like I said, Jackson is an exception.
All black politicians, or any minority
politician, may not have the best interest
of his people in mind, but only out for personal gain and recognition.
It is a shame that people have gotten
into the frame of mind that the only way
that there will ever be political justice of
all people is to elect politians into office on
the basis of their skin color or sex and
hope that they do have the best interest of
their people in mind.
Maybe I’m being idealistic, but I
would like to see a political system and a
society where everyone is out to help everyone no matter what the color of their
skin of sex. It would be nice to have people
voting for a candidate because he has the
best interest of all people in mind and not
just a certain portion of the population.
The way things are going so far, this
seems to be a very far off situation and
there seems to be no solution because racism and discrimination have been interwoven into our society for so long.
cannot respect a political system
that has become such a mockery of justice. I’m not critizing those people who
have gotten to the point where they are
electing people because of their nationality or sex. The racism and discrimination
that plagues our political system has
made that type of voting the only means of
getting a fair shake for minorities.

Nature lover loses
best friend a tree
Time: 6:53 a.m.
Duncan Hall is six to seven stories high and if the
building were a solid mass of brick it would look like a
huge letter "U" lying on its side, open end toward the
small reserve parking lot. Perhaps three massive sides of
the frost -covered building were designed to protect a
small patch of land, a 15 by 35-foot lawn with three young
trees. This patch of land was kept clean and fed.
I now know why the grass was light green. Each blade
was thin and yet all together formed a natural thick rug
because
three young trees used much of the sunshine
all
that got around Duncan Hall. These three young trees
were about two stories tall and each had a different shape
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Eating in: ’Out to lunch’
The kitchen has always been a foreign
land to me like some kind of unchartered territory. Often, I need a map to find
my way into this part of the house.
The first 22 years of my life were spent
avoiding the kitchen at all costs. But in my
23rd year, I moved into a pad a Bad Pad
in San Jose. You may remember the trials
of the Bad Pad’s shower the hot water
that was gone in 60 seconds.
But that little discomfort was mild
compared to the woes of the Bad ’Pad
kitchen. There was nothing unusual about
this kitchen the first time I ventured into
it. Everything seemed to be in place the
oven looked ordinary, the burners appeared tranquil enough.
Back in August, I made it a point to do
a little cooking every now and then, rather
than go the fast-food route.
The first step was obtaining food. How
many of you out there trust the sleazylooking supermarkets around downtown
San Jose? Well, I sure don’t. I decided to
venture out of the supermarket jungle of
San Jose and into the safety of a store in
Santa Clara.
I bought all the necessities TV dinners, pot pies, soup, the works.
My first meal at The Kitchen would be
a chicken TV dinner. The preparation was
simple enough cook at 450 degrees for 45
minutes. No problem, I thought.
I flopped on the couch for no more
than five minutes, pretending to do some
reading assignments. Suddenly, I got a
quick whiff of smoke.
Pity the poor TV dinner. Alas, the
chicken had turned to ashes. This was a
new one on me, Chicken Ala Charcoal.
This oven had a mind of its own. A former owner had obviously mistreated it. It
now rebelled against any mortal who
dared tamper with its controls. To operate
the machine effectively, 1,000 had to be
added to every degree. Thus, 450 was
really 4,500 degrees.
So it took 1 minute to cook a TV dinner, and 10 seconds to brown toast, ah,
burn toast.
I asked around the apartment complex. No other residents had food-burning
ovens.
This meant one thing a trip downstairs to talk with the lady owner of the
apartment.
This lady is wicked. She cares only
about saving money. Penny pinching is
the name of her game.

"Just cook your food at a lower temperature," she said. "Make sure you
watch it closely. We don’t want a fire on
our hands."
Once again, the lady had turned from
defender to attacker, She was now barking
out instructions, instead of listening to
complaints.
Rather than ruffle her feathers
make that her wrinkles I decided to relent. I hung a sign on the oven: "Danger,
oven can be hazardous to chicken TV dinners."
But my roommate ignored the warning. He warmed up a couple of tortillas in
the oven. We were chatting calmly in the
kitchen when smoke began seeping out of
the contraption.
"Hey, look -out," I yelled.
It was too late. The tortillas couldn’t
be saved. And the house reeked of burnt
tortillas for days.
The oven has remained inoperative
since then. It longs for me to toss it a TV
dinner or a tortilla.
The next gadget to be conquered in
The Kitchen was the burners electric

Joe Roderick
Staff Writer

burners. You can never say you’ve lived a
full life until you’ve experienced the futility of tampering with electric burners.
Burners are tricky. You never know
how long they’ll take to warm up. Sometimes it takes a couple of minutes, other
times a couple of seconds. Our burners
seem to be in cohorts with the oven.
They’re a couple of sly dogs.
Cooking scrambled eggs on our burners is fruitless; toss the eggs in the frying
pan, watch them swim around for a while
nothing seems to happen. But leave The
Kitchen for a second and suffer the consequences. Boy, there’s nothing like overdone, spongy scrambled eggs.
I’ve taken to eating out these days.
Luckily, I’ll be leaving the Bad Pad soon
Meanwhile, The Kitchen can only wait
and relish the day when a new, unsuspecting renter enters its quarters.

LETTERS TO THE EDITOR
all its own like the differences in peoples’ faces. I know
nothing about the naming of trees. But those three trees
reminded me of young weeping willows.
This fine April 23, 1984, I made my usual walk through
Duncan Hall and I turned my eyes to the left, and to my
sad surprise, I saw the tender, clean color of wood that
was two weeks ago the "insides" of those now dead weaping willows
I could not continue my walk to the Engineering
Building. Instead I turned to the glass doors opposite the
candy machine in the hall way and I walked until I
reached the first hard stump. The small stump was bigger than my hand pressing on it. The stump looked very
choppy, clean and ugly. I saw thousands of wood chips
lying around the base of the sutmp. The peach color of the
wood chips felt moist and to me the chips represented the
end of a battle between nature and man-made technology

by Berke Breathed
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being used to destroy it. To me being able to touch the
wood chips represented ultimate entropy (death). And
the entire new view of the parking lot now represents a
victory for cement, tar, plastic, and metal ( dead things).
I chose to call them weeping willows because of what
they’re natural shapes represented to me before Easter
break when they were alive. Today I carry an errie feeling with me because on Friday, the 13th of April, I passed
the willows and I saw them waving in the air. Perhaps
that was their way of saying "good bye" to me and I may
never know for sure. My friend Alex didn’t notice anything different or special that day and neither did I. I do
know that today Monday, the 23 of April the trees did
not wave "hello" and that they will never wave to anyone
because they have been cut off from life.
This same Monday, the 23rd. I passed the place that
was once the home of weeping willows that I foolishly took
for granted since 1980. Their mortal wooden bodies are
now dead and drying somewhere, but the beauty they
once showed me still lives but they live now only in memory.
Robert F. Dubon
Molecular Biology
sophomore

The forum page is your page. The
Daily encourages readers’ comments
on any topic. The viewpoints expressed in opinion articles and cartoons are those of the author. Editorials appearing on this page are the
opinion of the Spartan Daily.
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The
Kahlumnist’
by Dean Kahl

For the record
Warren Bates lied.
In Thursday’s Entertainer section of the Spartan Daily, he reported that Bobby Boris Pickett &
the Crypt-kicker Five and The Kahlumnist are not
working on new albums.
While I can’t speak for Pickett and his quintet,
can say that The Kahlumnist is working on an LP
It’ll come out one of these days maybe.
To be perfectly honest, the album is only in its
incubation stage. I know not when it’ll hatch. The
record industry is a funky profession.
My album is a bit of Americana slapped on a
piece of plastic a collection of my greatest hits
that’s guaranteed to amaze SJSU.
For example, there’s:
A tender folk ballad about the REC Center.
r The Rice-A-Roni jingle in jazz fusion.
r A dubbed remake of "Chopsticks."
r A singalong beer tune called "Death of Brain
Cells."
r The backing vocals of the Mormon Tabernacle Choir as I sing "Stairway to Heaven."
r A dance number that’ll put Michael Jackson
and the English Beat to shame.
r A protest song called "Why Doesn’t The
SJSU Fountain Spout Everyday?"
r "God Bless America" on kazoo with tambo
rine accompaniment.
I’ve probably leaked more about this album
than I care to, but I felt that my work was neglected
in the Entertainer.
So what if most of my tunes are not original
compositions? Who has time to write songs anymore? I originally had a song about boy-meets-girl
in MacQuarrie Hall over spilled Math 10 and media
law notes, but I thought it was too avant-garde for
today’s music lovers. It’s time to borrow some of
the greatest hits of others.
I plan on coming out on the K-Tel label. I might
soar to the top of the charts faster than the New
Christy Minstrels, Peaches 8. Herb or the Electric
Prunes.
Nevertheless, all the hype and instant fame
over my debut album may lead to trouble. Teenagers might misinterpret my music. They might
play my albums backwards and find that a song
about sex, drugs and violence is really about peace,
love and flowers.
Have you ever played the Rice-A-Roni tune
backwards? The San Francisco treat backwards
says, "The devil is restoring the cable cars."
And once my album hits the big time, everyone
will want a piece of me. That’s the way fame is. The
Marlboro Man is a nice title, but being "an overnight sensation" throws you straight into the limelight.
Being a campus celebrity would be overwhelming. Chicks and female groupies will want me to autograph their mushroom and sausage pizza sandwiches or English 18 notes before they rip off my
clothes and pull out my hair. Everyone will want
my time to be their time when all I really want is relaxation with "Strange But True Football Stories"
or a certain brunette from ad staff.
But the record industry says I have to make
more albums
never ride the succes of just one
LP. And then if those albums sell. I can expect to
find myself in the National Enquirer or the Star
with someone claiming, "I SLEPT WITH THE
KAHLUMNIST" or "I COWROTE THE KAHLUMNIST’S BIGGEST HITS
WITHOUT RECEIVING ONE PENNY OF ROYALTIES."
Who needs it? Fame is fleeting, but it stinks.
don’t want to read about sex and megabucks in a supermarket tabloid when I can read it in my own column.
So, maybe I’ll release this album and maybe I
won’t. But, if you don’t like it, Warren, go cut your
own album.
Dean Kahl lathe Daily’s feature editor and columnist. His column appears every Tuesday and
Thursday
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School days
SJSU students learn
while educating hids
By Net ha Thacker
On a sunny spring afternoon, the crash of railroad cars being assembled
into freight trains in the adjoining switching yard
plays a counterpoint to the
shouts of children in the
Olinder School playground.

Barbara
Zanetta,
with
the
aid
of
Theresa
Ostrander,
round up the kids in
the
schoolyard.
above, Zanetta also
teaches the children a
bean
bag
game.

In the midst of a group
of about 30 noisy second graders, two young women
pass out beanbags and
shout directions. As the
children form two lines,
the young women demonstrate the fine art of tossing a beanbag. From the
sidelines, the children’s
classroom teacher, Sandie
Abernathy, observes.

Photos by Thomas Hardy
The SJSU art department also offers a Saturday morning art program
for talented Olinder students. These classes are
taught by various artists
from the university who
volunteer their time to
work with the students

Barbara Zanetta and
Theresa Ostrander, the
young women in the midst
of this group, are students
themselves. Their experience at Olinder School is
part of a university demonstration school, newly-established this year by
SJSU and the San Jose Unified School District.
The Olinder University
Magnet School is located
just 10 blocks from the
SJSU campus. The demonstration school program
provides unique opportunities for SJSU students to
experience the realities of
teaching at an elementary
school.
University faculty and
students offer special programs at Olinder in music,
art, science, physical education and the performing
arts.
Students
teach
classes under the supervision of Olinder teachers,
giving the teacher-training
component greater depth.
said Beverly Jensen of the
university’s
elementary
education department.
the
from
Students
Human Performance department teach physical
to
classes
education
second -graders
Olinder
four days a week. Their
lessons are designed in cooperation with Olinder teachers to teach basic skills
to the children. Zanetta
and Ostrander work regularly with Abernathy’s
class.
On another morning,
Olinder School children
gather in a central classroom pod, as Gayle Olsen
and Paul Van Rhee, also
SJSU students, set out pots
of glue and pieces of
brightly -colored
tissue
paper. The children gather
on the floor around Olsen
and Van Rhee, who talk to
them about the colors of
the paper. This morning
they will be making
"stained glass windows "

tant to get some experience in front of a class and
some experience teaching
art," Colchado said.
Before beginning their
teaching, students meet
the classroom teacher at
(hinder, observe the class
and prepare lessons that
reinforce what’s being
taught in the classroom
Olinder teachers not only
observe the students’ teaching techniques, providing feedback to the students, but learn from them
new ways to present art to
their classes.

"The kids are really
great, and they have a
good time," Olsen says,
adding that "it’s a lot of
fun."
Van Rhee agrees, saying it’s also "good for the
kids "
Olsen and Van Rhee
are students from Jose Col -

ASPS DANCE
CHAIRPERSON
Works with onnual bud
get of 17 9 000 Responsible
for all aspects of the presents
lion of visiting dance artists
and companies on campus
Miles and applies for local
stale and nation& grants Or
genies workshops master
classes and lecturedernone
’rations for dance students
and general student body
Among dancers worked with
Peter Mar
J, last years
nns. Sutianne Farrell, Daniel
Nag., Paul Taylor Dance
Juner City, Alvin
ComOny
Ailey Dance Theatre elc

are

Applications available in A 5
Office For more info call 2 7 7
2807 or come by ASPS Of I ir e
U Room 3501

chado’s Art 138 class at
SJSU. Students from this
class teach an art studio
class two mornings a week

Several other departments of the university are
involved in the program in
different ways. Olinder
students have toured the
Science Resource Center
and the Engineering and
Computer departments at
SJSU.

at Olinder. Colchado feels
the experience provides
tremendous
advantages
for both the elementary
school and his students.
"I feel it’s very impor-

Prof
SJSU
Music
Irene Delis and opera students have developed a
special program at Olinder
called "Let’s Make an
Opera." SJSU students
worked with fourth-graders to explain an opera and
help the children develop
their own.

ASPS CLASSICAL
ARTS CHAIRPERSON
Works with an annual
budget of 85 6.000 Responsible tor MI aspects of presen
ration of visiting cultural and
classical music artists on cem
Pm Works closely with Music
Department on master cl
and residencies Responsible
tor broadening the mrrow
scope of rnuS.Cal expenence
avaMble to today, student
Among artists worked with in
last 10 years are Ivan Mora
ever Sethi, Richard
vec
Stolttman. Toshi. Menehem
Pressler. Phillip Glass. Prague
String Ouartet. Margaret Fab
rigio. etc

ASPS
ARTISTS
RESIDENCE
CHAIRPERSON
an annual
Wn,x,
budget of 14 13.000 Responsible for all non concert cultu
ral experiences available to
students on campus Olga workshops,
.,ices lectures.
rap sessions etc to f
I ate the oPPortundY fo meel
excellent afloat, in a nonconcell. casual setting Works
nlosely with rneny campus de
partments and I &cony Among
artists presented in issl 10
years
Anthony
Braton.
Chico Freeman Erich Hawk
ins. Billy Gotham. David Cas
tidy. Stephen Burns. etc

Applicenans available in A S
Office For more info call
or come by ASPS Off ice
3501
I’

2807

277

IN

cated on East William
Street, in an area with a
high minority population.
Olinder’s student population is 61 percent Hispanic,
10 percent Asian, 4 percent
black, 2 percent other minorities and 23 percent
white. It’s the latest school
in the San Jose district to
offer a magnet school program.
This program was designed by the district in
1980 to implement voluntary desegregation. It attempts to address the problem of segregation by

The school is part of a
long-term
commitment
from the university to teacher education. The university, which was originally a teacher-training
school, has a history of
demonstration schools. At
one time, there was an elementary school on campus, and until 1974, the university offered a summer
demonstration school.

ASPS FILMS
CHAIRPERSON
Works with an ann.l budget
of 50 10 000 Produces en
tire Wed films series hires
and fires .1.11 designs public ’l . books and negotiates with
film agarrs organizes special
leativals ’ SJSU Wed films
one of top 25 16MM
lam programs in Umted
States Produces around 40
45 nights 01 film showings per
year Among specoil film se
lies presented in last 10 years
Chris Bonnet retrospective
Rock Moyle Films
Mmes
Bond Festival. etc

.. .
current
"The
school is a more sophisticated model than attempted here before,"
Negben said, "and we’re
very excited about the potential."
Olinder School is lo-

2507

pus

cam-

Applications available in A 5
Office For more info call
or come by ASPB Office
IS U Room 3501

277-

offering special programs
at various schools to attract students from one
area of the district to another. The Olinder program is designed to attract
white children from the
southern area of the district, where school populations are as much as 95 percent white, to downtown
schools, which have ethnic
minority enrollments of 90
percent or more.
Enrollment
in the
Olinder program is low this
year, but principal Laura
Kidwiler hopes to see en-

rollment increase to about
75 students for 1904-85.
The parents of children
who are participating in
the program are enthusiastic about the program and
anxious to see it succeed.
Negben said the university has made a longterm committment to development and participation in the program.
Colchado even envisions a classroom at
Olinder,
where
SJSU
classes can be taught right
at the school.

1 GRANDE PIZZERIA
$1.50 OFF
Any Size Pizza

Only ’225
For a Giant
Pitcher of Beer
One Coupon Per Purchase
150 E. San Carlos, S.J.
(By Men’s Gym)
292-2840
E’P"es 5 31’84 4-11 Sat. & Sun
L 11-11 N1-F
-COUPON

THERE ARE TWO SIDES TO
BECOMING A NURSE IN THE ARMY.

ASPS PLIBlIC

RELATIONS

PUSUCTY
CHAIRPERSON
Works closely with all
ASPB chairpersons to provide
design ideas continuity
n,uk of all publicity from
ASPS
Responsible
(with
hairpersonsi for Media buy ,10 and contacts flyers poll.
nrs
press rel
public
service announcements radio
buys and copy Must he
thirteen oriented and lull of
,I-teas Must be able to work
with goal oriented students
and professional media with
,ome aplomb

and

,mte

Appilcolions avatlable in A S
Office For more info call 2 7
2807 or come by ASPS 01 I.. s
so Room 3501

And they’re both represented by the insignia you wear
as a member of the Army Nurse

Corps. The caduceus on the left
means you’re part of a health care
system in which educational and
career advancement are the rule,
not the exception. The gold bar
on the right means you command respect as an Army officer. If you’re
earning a BSN, write: Army Nurse Opportunities, P.O. Box 7713,
Clifton, NJ 07015.

. ARMY NURSE CORPS. BE ALLYOU CAN BE.
*. .

S.A.N.E., Students Aware of Nuclear Exchange, sponsors

SANE WEEK

APRIL 30 -MAY 5
Studies of the Nuclear Weapons Issue

San Jose State University, San Jose

Applications available on A S
Office For more info call 277
Of come by

2807
ASPI3 Office
IS U Room 3501
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Register to Vote!!!
April 30

May 4

At The
Student Union
Everyone who registers will
receive a

FREE
bag of popcorn from
Spartan Bookstore
Make the Student Voice

Be Heard!
Funded by Associated Students

41/01p/e;

WEDNESDAY, MAY 2
TUESDAY, MAY 1
12:00-1:00
12:00-1:00
Presidential Candidate and/or Representative Debate: Deterrence vs. Freeze ’,trident Union
Amphitheatre
stiLlt-r II uniorl Ampliittle,rtry.
Assemblyman Rob Walker. San Jose
1:00-4:00
Retired Air Force Brigadier General Homer Boushey,
former Lockheed official
Symposium - Student Union Ballroom
1:00-3:30
Positive Directions for Preventing Nuclear War/Vital Issues
Symposium - Student Union Ballroom
of the Present Arms Race
Nuclear Weapons Defense. Effects. Control, Uncertainties Dr David Bernstein. Stanford University Arms Control
Dr Richard Shawkey, former Pentagon official
Program
Dr Brian Toon, author of "Nuclear Winter." NASA IAMES Dr Christopher McKay. NASA, co-author with Dr Paul
Research Center). co-author with Carl Sagan
Ehrlich
Dr Douglas Dowd. San Jose State University
Dr Michael Boll, Soviet Affairs Expert, SJSU
Dr Paul Brown. Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory* Dr Howard Slayter. President of Physicians for Social
Director Gene Reddins, World Federalist Council
FReats11.1)ernisalbrririelisY Masud. Catholic Marianist priest. San Jose
4:00-7:00
Dr Richard Keady San Jose State University
Feature Film -- Sweeney Lecture Hall
4R:e0c0e-5t:
F. fils.sle
pn
Reception
Ceremonies
ident Union Ballroom
7:30-11:00
MOO 11:00
Major Motion Picture Engineering Hall IRni 1321
Feature Film Strident Union Amphitheatre
We Gd/27e5
Peter Sellers
Invited Speakers
For more information call
Sponsored by SA.N.E./Funded by the Associated Students,
Programs Board. Academic Departments
14081277-3228 or 277-3201
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Record-setting day for Palassou SJSU eyes NCAA bid
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By Paul Lloret
The road to the Summer Olympics is becoming
shorter and shorter for Roy Palassou.
The Spartan senior had his best meet of the year
last weekend at the United States Gymnastics Federation Western Regionals held at the Spartan Gym.
Palassou set two new school records in the parallel
bars and the high bars with 9.9 scores. He also tied
SJSU’s mark of 9.65 ( held by Ken Garner) in the vault.
The meet was the last chance for gymnasts to improve on their scores prior to the pre-Olympic trials

which will be held in Chicago, Ill. on May 11-13. Seventy-two of the top gymnasts in the country will be in
vited to the meet. The top eighteen from the Chicago
meet will advance to Jacksonville, Fla. to participate
in the Olympic trials on June 1-3. The top eight will
qualify for the U.S. Olympic team ( two of the eight will
serve as alternates).
"Roy’s 9.9 was really outstanding," coach Rich
Chew said. "His using this meet as a tune up and doing
that well is really good."
Palassou won the competition with an all-around
score of 116.05, his highest to date. Besides his high
scores in the bars, the Spartan gymnast notched a 9.8
and 9.85 in the compulsory portions of the floor exercises and rings.
Many top gymnasts were featured at the meet.
Former University of California standout Billy Paul
was second in the competition with a 114.00 all-around
score. Third was UCLA’s Rob Campbell with a 112.75.
Gerald Martin, who used to compete at Ohio State and
Houston Baptist University, was fourth with a 112.40
SJSU’s Rick Lopez finished in 16th place.
Martin has currently been training with Palassou
in preparation for the Chicago pre-trials. Chew said
that Martin, who had a 9.8 in the high bar, was a
"crowd pleaser. He was definitely a favorite of the
fans," Chew said. "The combination of the two )competing in the same meet) was a nice thing to see,"
Chew added.
"There were no real big surprises," Chew said in
reference to the outcome of the meet. "However a lot
of gymnasts had trouble with their ring dismounts. If
they’re not executed properly you can find yourself in
a rather precarious postion."

7

3

SUMMER
CHARTERS
ROUND
TRIP
FROM:
AMSTERDAM
$618.00
LONDON
$658.00
PARIS
$698.00
ZURICH
$718.00
Can for A
Free Brochure

COUNCIL
TRAVEL
421-3473
312 Sutter Street
Sa, Francisco CA 94108

SUMMER

ASPS
CONTEMPORARY
ARTS CHAIRPERSON
budget
of
aoproyimately
125.000 Is responsible for all
aspects of production of con
temporary music end comedy
on campus Among moons.
bilitoes Market research pric,
mg. co/sowing with agents
and grOuDf. pricing. ticketing.
Publicity lwith public reletiont
chair/. day of show details
hospitelity,
follow up
and
more Among artists worked
with in lest years are Fleet
wood Mac
Richerd Pryor
Tubes. Peter Gabriel
The
Baby. Steve Hachett Agent
Orange 02 Greg eels Moen
Lewis and the News etc
Applications availabte in A S
Office For more info call 277
2807 or come by ASPS Office
ISO Room 350.

was quite a good tournaBy Paul Lloret
The men’s golf team ment for us."
ASU’s Jimmy Carter
may have earned a NCAA
berth last week with a third was the tournament’s medplace finish at the Sun alist with a 72-67-74-213.
Devil -Thunderbird Classic Carter is the National In at Scottsdale, Ariz.
It was the fourth time
this year that SJSU fin- ’This should put

Golf

Gymnastics

Gary Feinstein
Two SJSU gymnastics records fell this weekend as Roy Palassou
dominated the Western Regional in the Spartan Gym.

after third-place finish

An interesting sidelight to the competition was
Sacramento’s Eli Rodriguez. Chew said that Rodriguez is a junior in high school and may have qualified
for the Chicago pre-trials with his all-around score of
106.60."It was good to see some young talent in this
area in the meet," Chew said. "Rodriguez was the only
high school kid in the meet."

PlIVPIPMF

ished in third place in a
tournament. The Spartans
finished with 1101, 10
strokes behind tournament
winner Arizona State’s
1091.
SJSU had a good
chance to win the tourney
on the final day. The Spartans held a slim two-shot
lead with nine holes to go.
However, the lead evaporated as the teams played
the last six holes in a driving rain storm. Coach
Jerry Vroom refused to
blame the weather for the
Spartan’s final round problems."We all played in the
rain," Vroom said in regards to the final six holes.
Vroom said that he
was pleased with the fact
that the Spartans finished
ahead of four other universities that are ranked in the
top ten in the nation.
"We finished ahead of
Brigham Young University
( ranked No. 1), Texas (No.
3), and Southern California
( No. 51," Vroom said. It

AS. PROGRAM
BOARD DIRECTOR
The 01100101 PS ’mons,
die for all ASK( events The di
rector chairs weekly Mondev
meetings. signs all contracts
requisitions and purchase or
der, is responsible for direr
bon and morale of 7 chair
directs the ASPI3
People
Associated Students budget
request from start to ftnish
books and produces shows if
the need arises
Annual budget linclud
ing
income
re used I
is
$125.000 Position is paid
$300 per month
Apelicstions available in A S
Office For more info cell 277
2807 01 come by ASPS Office
IS U Room 3501

many teams ahead of us
since
especially
now,
we’ve beaten USC the last
three weeks.
The NCAA tournament
is scheduled for May 23-26

us in the
NCAAs. I can’t see that many
teams ahead of us now,
especially since we’ve beaten
USC the last three weeks.’
Jerry Vroom
SJSU coach

defending
tercollegiate
champ. SJSU’s Grant Barnes and Larry Silveira tied
for fifth with identical 7569-73-217 scores.
Dan
Coughlin finished in a tie
for ninth with a 76-72-73221 score.
"This should put us in
the NCAAs," Vroom said.
"We should have a secure
bid now. I can’t see that

at Houston, Tex. However,
before the Spartans can
concentrate on a possible
NCAA tournament bid,
they have to compete in the
PCAA Championships May
7 and 8 in Fresno. Vroom
thinks that Fresno State
and the University of the
Pacific will be tough opponents although the Spartans are playing well.

SUMMER CAMP JOBS
Camp Max Straus is a resident camp
located in the Southern California
area. We provide a therapeutic recreational experience for troubled boys
who may be experiencing difficulties
at home, at school, with peers, or who
may have some small degree of physical limitations.

CABIN COUNSELORS
RANGLERS
GARDEN
HANDICRAFTS
NATURE

Applications available at
Career Planning and Placement,
or call collect:
Camp Max Straus
(213) 852-1234

EARTH TOYS SALE!
BACK-PACKING & CAMPING EQUIP.
1
X-COUNTRY & DOWNHILL SKI EQUIP. 1

15% to 30% SAVINGS!
LOCATED ON-CAMPUS
XT TO THE SWIM

I

AS P El FORMS
CHAIRPERSON
budget of 57 9 000 Reser,
sable for all eweele of lectures
end leeloore On Campus De
Sign
panS.
Osscusatone,
MOMM.002. and fees On. of
Wading centers of information
esChange in Santa Clara Val
hen Among WM.,s in tut
10 veer. me Jane Goodafl,
Ray Of mlbury. Hunter Thema
Ion Mcnotas Von Hoffman.
Shirley Chisholm, Chnstine
Jorgenson, Investment Fee
etc
Applications available in A S
Office For more Info call 277
2107o, come by ASPS Orbcr.
IS U Room 350.

JOBS

$25 BONUS
Work in the valley’s
top companies.
Earn Top salaries.

Enjoy the flexibility we can offer. From a few hours
a week to several months over the summer,
Clerical Secretarial PBX
File Clerks
Accounting Clerks Word Processors
A/P-A/R
Food Service Production
Warehouse
Drafters Computer Operators/
Ship/Receive
RNs LVNs Nurses
Aides

Earn 7 paid holidays.
Earn $25 elite bonus.
Earn $125 encore bonus.
Plus health and life
insurance.
Call for immediate interview.
(408) 733-2882
Bring this ad with
you to qualify
for $25 bonus.
TEMPORARY PLACEMENT

EOE
adia

personnel
services

Summer Jobs
Daily Interviews
8 am to 5 pm
Manpower Offices:
2960 Stevens Creek Blvd
4333 El Camino Real
2684 Berryessa Road
Oakridge Mall (Open Eves &Maris)
146 East Iowa Street
480 South Ellsworth
89 Rancho Del Mar
701 South Main Street
299 Webster Street

0

San Jose
Palo Alto
San Jose
San Jose
Sunnyvale
San Mateo
Aptos
Salinas
Monterey

MANPCNVER*
TEMPORARY SERVICES
Equal opportundy employer lim/h/y

DOS EWIS
CER,4 CEA. MOVE
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Spartan sets personal best
in shot at Mt. Sac Relays
By Paul Lloret
As the PCAA finals loom nearer, the work and prepartion become harder for SJSU’s track squad.
The conference finals are nary. a fortnight away and
the Spartans hope to avenge last year’s loss to Fresno

Track and Field
State. In order to dethrone the defending champs, the
Spartans are seeking as much competition as possible.
Last weekend the SJSU tracksters competed in Walnut,
Calif.

rn

At the Mt. Sac Relays, hosted by Mt. San Antonio Junior College, SJSU continued its training. And although
there were no milestones, the Spartans turned in some
good performances.
Perhaps the most noteworthy performance was Jim
Doehring’s 63-8 heave in the shot put. Doehring had set
personal bests the previous two meets; this meet was no
different.
The Spartan junior improved on last week’s mark of
63-31/ in the invitational portion of the relays, and according to head track coach Ernie Bullard, Doehring is ready
to set some more personal bests.
"He’s ready to throw 65 feet," Bullard said, "and be-

Martin the Spartan

Dean Fortunati
"WAS THAT FROM
WrINYCI9 THE, alkla.;

Alonzo’s Pals n’ Gals

Jim & Baiz
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VIAC21,4i
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galCAlS!

’He’s (Jim Doehring) ready to
throw 65 feet and beyond.’
- Ernie Bullard
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Ron Fried

Jim

Doehring continued to
in the shot with a heave of

improve his mark
63-8 this weekend.

yond."
However, while Doehring’s mark was a highlite,
Felix Bohni’s pole vaulting was not. Bohni, the only other
Spartan in the invitational portion of the relays, had a disappointing meet. He no-heighted (wasn’t able to clear the
bar) in an effort to vault 18 feet. Bullard said that the senior pole vaulter is "starting to look better, but is not
vaulting as well as he should be."
In the open portion of the meet, Spartan sprinters
fared better. Eric Decatur and Darryl McCane finished
second and fourth in the 100 meters with times of 10.4 and
10.6. McCane and Decatur teamed with Damon McVea
and Mark Wilson in the 400 meter relay. The Spartans
placed third with a 40.38, a seasonal best.
Also, Wilson finished fourth in the 110 meter high hurdles with a time of 14.1.
The mile relay team "did a good job," according to
Bullard. Decatur and Wilson, along with McVea and
Harry Campbell were timed at 1:25.5, good for a second.
place finish. The sprint medley team also finished in second with a 3:24.76. Campbell and Rickey Jackson ran the
200 meter legs and Ed Tucker and Ronnie Green ran the
400 and 800 meter legs. Tucker’s leg was timed at 48.5 and
Green ran a 1:52.9, equaling his personal best which was
set at last month’s Bruce Jenner Classic at San Jose City
College.
The Spartans now must look to the May 12 conference
championships. Fresno State will be the team to beat and
will look to capture its second straight title. Perhaps
SJSU can put a dent in the Bulldogs’ plans.

SPARTAGUIDE
The Campus Democrats are holding a meeting at 1
p.m. tomorrow in the Allen Hall Formal Lounge. For
more information call Connie Robinson at 277-8965.

The SJSU Sailing Club is holding an information and
planning meeting at 7:30 p.m. tomorrow in the S.U. Pacheco Room. For more information call Louise Pender at
275-9964.
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Sheila Neal
TELLING ME TO GIIIE UP
MY PURPLE LEATHER MINIS
ARMY JACKETS, DOG COLLARS,
AND CHAINS.
TO POLL MY HAIR OUT
OE MY EYES, AND sme
sNiFFIN6 ’LIQUID
PAPER AND
DRINKING DAD’S
GIN AN ON/C...

SOMETIMES I THINK
SOMEONE UP THERE
IS TRYING TO TELL ME
SOMETHING.. LIKE
MAY5E TO MELLOW OOT,
YOU KNOW?

Esencia, is holding a talk program on pre-menstrual
syndrome at 6 tonight on KSJS 91 FM. For more information call the Women’s Center at 277-2047.
The National Endowment for the Humanities and the
Political Science Department is holding a concert and lecture by Harry B. Jaffa, at 1 p.m. today at Morris Dailey
Auditorium. They are also holding a lecture by William
Bennett, chairman of the National Endowment for Humanities at 6 tonight in the Music Auditorium.

AND THEN SOMETIMES
I MiNK THEYrE TEJON&
MEW THERE, TO ..nis-r
STAY COOL AND HAVE
ANOTWR ’CLOLE’ (16ARErrE..

Appy,

SAPPY,
SAPPY..

The India Student Association is holding a general
meeting at 10 tonight in the S.U. Costanoan Room. For
more information call Asha Butani at 277-8642.
Campus Ministry is holding a Bible study at 12 p.m
today in the S.U. Montalvo Room. For more information
call Norb Firnhaber at 298-0204.
The Adverising Club is holding a fund-raising barbeque at 11 a.m, tomorrow at the barbeque pits near Dwight
Bentel Hall.

CLASSIFIED
ANNOUNCEMENTS
DENTAL VISION PLAN Enroll now.
Save money. teeth and eyes. For
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phone (408(371 6811
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other Bible studios and
on campus.
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$14 $39 000
in,

Newsletter
Goode
4440 X

Directory
1 916 944

BABYSIT TER FOR iwo good nstured
girls under 18 rnos Pep end refs
reqd Car reqd Pert time end
weekend work hour. and salary
nog Susan 258 8946
CITY OF SAN JOSE went, to pay you
B IG BUCKS to join one of the BEST
Police Dept. in the nation Con
eider 4 du wk
122881m. .
etan reg pay Incr sssss 1 1 2
76%
overtime or comp time
retrnmt

benefit
utr nog &
seegmnt pen etc If you speak
SPANISH and have 2 yre College
clean bckgrnd &
e xec health
good reading & writing skills you
men qualify for opportunity of
Minims Cello, write Glorie Hester
or John Theobeld Son Jose City
Rm 207
Hell 801 N First St
S J Cs 95110 4013 277 4204
Ethnic minoring.e and lung. are
especially encouragul to apply
COMPANIONS FOR DISABLED child,.
nedulis we train Pt flex hrs
choice of geJgraphicol OtOc Moot
be over 18 have tel and own
tuns

software II

clucks. telephone & libury re
search. typing, filing
gopher
ingetc Good opportunity for P.
son willing to learn Flexible hrc

12’’ green 118 451 lusi 9"
gr.n 132 951 lArridek color 1

ELECTRIC. ADJUSTABLE twin bed.
Brand New only $6001 Call eves
265 5787 or days 277 2603
Mattress pad & headboard Ind

’REGARD MAN AS A MINE rich in
gems of inestimable value Educe
lion <en. alone. cause II to raveel
Its treasures. end @noble mankind
to b.efit therefrom’ Behtel Writ

COMPUTER MKT. RESEARCH Firm
High Tech market research firm
looking for PT person Duties in

Start

$3 751hr

Home Comp 964 2259

Contort

send resume no calls to Gordon
David. Satyr.* Acces Int 2685
Marine Wey. Ste
1320 Mtn
View. Ca. 94043
COOKS, Sunnyvale prieschool Good
sop for nutrition students. AM
hrs pardtIme 737.0740
CRUISESHIPS HIRING, 116 930.000(
Cern.on, Hawaii. World Cell for
1
Guide. Directory Newsletter
916-944 4440
Looking for
STUDENTS,
DRAMA
work? Here’s mouthing you’ll do
well., Guaranteed ’Nary plus ho
nuses for phone sales Days or
evenings. no expenanc Cell 354
1777 Mr Collins We wont you
EVENING CHILDCARE for 2 girls Live
intout Nonsmoker Tully;King Rd
238-8907 atter 5 prn
FULL OR PART time positions with ne
twos
growing Blurting
goods mfg Innovative new con
coot. For appl cell 354 2004
FULL-TIME. Summer Work Study Stu
dent Clerical Assistant pouron in
the Studs. Progrerns R. Services
Office

Stan June 4 8 5. Mon
Part tinu work
Fri .
03 95Mr
E vadable hill um sssss Applice
lions may be obtained in the SP &
S Office, Old Celeterie Bldg 1277
21871 Deadline for applying is
May 11 Student muet giddily for
Work Study
GRADUATES & STUDENTS, $10
160(hr Urgent need Te.h Eng
conversollon In JAPAN No
rqd
or Japanese leng
sow
SASE to ECI. 1062 Inca. Ler..
WY 82070
Psy
HELP WANTED McDONALD’s
well ebove mm
wage. all hrs
eyed Interviews Mon Fri 3 4 pm
be Gatos 356 3095
LIFEGUARD NEEDED So S J area
15Mr May SOP Cell 226 2970
afternoon end eves
OPPORTUNITIES IN ENGN Engineer.
EE,CS ’ Chem Mach Software
unix cornpHers sulk Sr Tech.
Tut vacuum . cad
R&D FS
cam crus chip designers Send
resume end call 971 8333 No
fut. not an agency Kutch Asso
dates 33 E San Fernando St
301 S
PARTIAL
BLIND STUDENT
needs
reader Toes & Thur. 3 hr. till
5.11384 CO Kirk 732 6639
TEACHERS
creative
PRESCHOOL
knowledgeable wonted to join
Many
growing daycare
core
oppor for advcmnt Steady neon
benefits Mutt hue 13 unite F C E
244 6373
285
246 2141
7300
S vaIe pre school
TEACHER ASST
Rey mirded loving Indy ECE std
encoureg PM hr. 737 0740
THE BUSINESS EDGE Clerk. *upon
service Word worming typing
thous term papers ’emu.. &
much more Special student ref.
(408)448 7719
e4 to
WEEKENDS EXTRA CASH,
1110/hr bone. Hand out eyere
Gr., Thumb [Awn Service 245
4920
412

DOLLARS PER MR Attractive
women went., to model for ems
tour photographer Cell Chris at
998 0503

HOUSING

HOUSE TO SHARE with quiet & urious
student or employer. Sunny ulto,
melted mastor bedroom off patio
548 E Reed St 293 0989. Bob
$400. furniture welcome
WILLOW GLEN 1M. 1F. seeking non
smoking M or F 0 Hum 3 bdr
home Washer dryer quiet area 5
min to SJSU $252uo
AVAILABLE NOW 293 1393 Ei
leen till 6 pm or Nick 723 3707

LOST ft FOUND
REWARD( $100 for Backpack & con
tent. taken horn Duncan Hell Rol
410 on Earthquake T.... APO,
24th
eves
LIE

Call daytime 980 0861.
252 1588 ask lor CHAR

PERSONALS
BE LEGALLY ORDAINED
free cos
dentists legalise your right to the
Write
World
title ’Reverend’
. CM
Chrietianship. 1618 5
WO.

Ca 93612

CUT LOOSE. get down and boogie
Looking for fem. dance partner
Dancing. 929 Inver... Wu.
Sunnyvale. C 94087
PREGNANT, Someone Cares
BIRTHRIGHT will help you get
I,.. pregnancy test find doctor.
obtain financiel MI, find place tor
you to stay. continue your school
mg If you are madmen and need
help you will find someone 0 listen
and help et BIRTHRIGHT Call us
day or night 241 8444 Conti
dentist Help with Dionity
PREGNANT & UNHAPPY, Loving cou
Ole may be able to help Call collect
415 691 8362
PREGNANT & WORRIED, Childless
couple would like to help Call col
leo 408 725 0329
PREGNANT & WORRIED, Childless
couple would like to help Call col
led 408 725 0329
SEEKING TRAVEL Cornponionlei for
Summer trip to Spain. Portugal
France Call 267 0839

SERVICES
BARE IT ALL, Stop sheving wuing
tweeting or using chemical Multi
torn. Let me perrunently remove
your unwented heir ichin bIkinI
tummy. moustache. etc I 15 per
cent discount to etudents and fec
idly Call before June 1 1984 end
get your let appt at 1.2 price
"Unwanted Hair Disappear. With
Gwen Cholgr.n RE
My Care
559 3500. 1845 S Bascom Aye
C -Hair Today, Gone

counts

ORE AMSWEE T
9710. 2984183

458

TYPING
ABSOLUTELY
ACCURATE
TYPING
that s tops
Trust Tony
298

INVITATIONS & CERTiFICATES 10,00
occesions end Il budgets Celli
grephy our specialty For Free E.
invitations
metes. Call

2087 IBM Selector Avoidable 7
drays weekly AN work gueranteed

Inc 408(286 3444

ACCURATE
able

LET BY GEORGE
c 00000 new you,
Full service salon Open 24 hot by
ecipt Free consultations
4611

formel

cone
spondee+oo end manuscript,. win
nor of 1982 S. Jo. Regional
Typing Contest Located near San
Jose Flee Market Looking forward
To working with you Off hrs
8 305 30 M.F Avolable eve &
wk.. by request Call Jane 251

odiv. year.. John Poulson ’ $ Pho
tography has been doing jut that
for many couples Perhaps we can

gen

MONTE ALBAN MEDICAL Clinic is pro
viding ’free preg test and Pep
sinews A low cost bilingual Span
,eh speaking cann offering
full
rug* Other services et a res..
ble fee eso OB.GYN abortion full
term pommel cans pediatric cr
pr runlet isums PWSOMO MfOfr
cases. physical Mreacnr end much

Call lode,

TERM PAPERS thesie resumes for ell
your typing needs cell Perfect lin

MOVE THROUGH LIFE with Math Con
fidencei The Moth Institute oHers
help in the form of 3 endor 6 hour
intensive. Overcoming Math An.
my Arithmetic for Adults liesir

pressions
998 3333
student
rates Located In Campbell
FOSSE YPE

SECRETARIAL SERVICE
Reports theses. resumes. bur
ness letters
Word puree.
e vedeble Feet and ucurate. call
149 0412

Algebra. Geometry. CREST or
ELME Prepaution Group andor
14081

EXPERIENCED SECRETARY for all your
typing nuds
report. Femmes

RENTAL DOIRM 14 per hr Inc charm
cals & dry mount pre. Cod to,

Meese prOleuron. 11.4ifiT test
LOW
RATES
and
accurst*
(81 25Pg double specedl
Re
*urn. from 8500 Cell From el
247 2881 Located or Santa Clare
nes, Su Tomes end Monroe

ape, 95 daily. 10 1 Sat We see
dkrot supplies featuring
Kodak. Ilford Orientslaucler 1 day
elide pro.. by Kodak Maroon,
Cement Sal.. 451 So 4th St.
CI11.1

HAYMOND L TYSON Sec 00000 rel &pry
me Fast urinate prof tylon9
IBM Selector II Coll Sharon el

Si 275 9649
WEDDING PHOTOGRAPHY et reasonable muss You keep tho negatives.
Ca414081262 4283

152 8683
WANT IT TYPED nghl‘ Cell Write
Type Typing & editing by page
hr or job 20 yrs exper Berbera
972 9430 eves 298 4806 da1.
WHEN YOU

NEED word Proce.ing
yoo went Memel, Enterprise You
get speedy ,.rum plus the ultimate
in accuruy end mu quality 20
minutes weet of campus Reecho.
at 241 0503

MASTERPIECE TYPING for that Perfect
Pew
Proles.mal wo15 guar
ante.
Theses
Resumes
and
Legal on IBM SWOGIOC Proofread
bog
orernmar and spelling irn
movements upon nog..., No.,

WORD PROCESSING The ultimate in
professional typing
Guerantud
error free Reasonable
student

QUALITY TYPING Service Neer SJSU
Term papers resumes and reports
Fast and accurate Low wee Call

fetes Pick up end delivery avert
able Call Cindy et 274 5604
WORD

Typing
PROCESSING
$150 peg. 10 years sp
fest
turn around
Satisfaction guar
onte.
COIL 1 000 word pro
cessor IBM correcting oislectric
medocal end tape transcription

971.9315.

TERM PAPERS THESES RESUMES tot
Il your typing nude CO Perfect

Mercies lop
Mg IBM Selectric III Prompt...
eccurete
$1.261poge
(double
spaced pout. 739.0715

(Compbea area/ Euy ecrue off
fruwey Call Nancy et 866 2458

Impuressione 998 3333
Stu
dent rates Located in Campbell

WORD FROG TYPING & Colder eerv
Ice convenient location Carole
294 7777 or 280 1000 You can
also corn..? and use our comp.er

TYPING NEEDED? I will type research
papers reports. etc Euler. won
A PA format Roos rates Call

to type papers

resumes etc 3
leonine/.
avail
Special
offer
8300 pro hr 515, FREE troth
3 hi- rental Oun weekends end
veninge

Mews. et 286 4691 aher 6 pm
TYPING, Reesonoble fete. 9 30 am
900 pm Prof typist. Cell Mod
Ude Anne 578 1589

WORDSWORTH
in
Word Chorusing

TYPING SERVICE Resumes term pe
Trenecnp
pees cherte rept.
Pon too, Fest accurate student
reirt Neer 280.0 Sunnyvale Call
730 8969

Plow. . desks elfortlessly Conte,
uou form letterhead queitty paper
I envelopes end venous type

TERM Paper. etc Reesona
Die rates Call slur 5 30 P
RAMIREZ Typing end 800kkeirom9
Service 259 3395
Term Peers.

SUNNYVALE

letter quality
for reports etc Resume
COWIN letters ten include address
merging Reach prosputive ern
eervic

TYPING

TYPING THESIS

Cell

&mud

Klein14151967 0792

ASTRID WORD Proceseing Reason0
0000 occurs.* Pick up end

DUE, Don? type
Emergency eel. my

Mrs Run forgo..
prole...on. results APA
Turabun
or eny other lomist
11 50 per page double spaced

W.C10411,

INTELLIGENT TYPING Fulltime typing
;editing service. sp.tafizing
Familiar WOO
work
...Fmk
TWOI style m.ualt to Mountarn
View with eitsy access from High
*sus 280 end 101 Connie &

SUNNYVALENALLCO

PAPER

Don t worry

8461 for en iterumtmul’ WO
hue very cheep wee plus 10%
oft your first .rvice,

AMPARA’S EXPERIENCED Word Pro
ceasing Typing Services All kinds
9694491
7274998
14151
Scott Blvd & San Tomas Expwy

delivery on campus
262 2201

more Call now 408 274 2231
Open 900
700 pm Mon Fri
1661 Burdett. On St DO J _ _

TYPING

SJSU Rene al 287 6050

ACCURATE TYPING thsfs feet end de
Pendable IBM correcting ulectric
Work guaunteed Cell Renee et
978 1445

2388

etyles avellable Fast end accurate
turnaround Upgrade your mitten
work w class 14081245 1049

etc

926 9224
1 m bark mein to
type you, papers ve the same cc
regent guilty end same low price’
11
double sp.ed pg end one
ribbon for paper. 5 pgs or more
Jeannie 274 1975

HELLO STUDENTS,

WEDDING PHOTOGRAPHY, Emu
tIonel quality end reliable service
doesn’t hav to be upensive For
complete coverage st very @fiords
ble rate. cell anytime Taker
377

PHOTOGRAPHY

thesis typing

5942

do the .me for you, Plea. cell
John Peulun Photogrephy, 448

SUNO
2050

conscientuus

depend
Experienced

ACCURATE TYPING SERVICE Pro ell
work guaranteed Speciakring in
research papers resumes APA

awerd winning photography you
would wont to know more about it
woukIn’t you, For the past

sveileble

Feel .

in V0.9 term Papers thesis re
port.. etc Sunnyvale. 738 8910

279

LOOKING FOR A WEDDING photogr
sere e way you
trap. If there
could have 000000 tic time et your
wedding and still get national

private tutoring
295 6066

TYPING

Ear...nu.d and feet reasonable
fetes Phone 269 8674

located right *cross the elm...
frorn SJSU to, you, convenience’
We suciakte in returnee term pa
pets thesis. moiling iub.lc & rep.
titive letters, Call ICS et 292

ADVERTISE

ADVERTIST1

INNOVATIVE COMPUTER SERVICES is

Tomorrow"

Unwanted
CLINIC,
ELECTROLYSIS
luIr removed forever be Vol.
atonal R E Confklentuel By ap
palomino only call 247 7486.
355 5 Beywood Ave S. Jo
(off Stevens Creek Blvd 1
FREE 2 MINUTE PREGNANCY TEST
Introduce yourself 10 our prole.
Mon. friendly low Co.? health
care makes We have full rug*
of OB/GYNIMcluding lemon (nen
fling and abortionl fsmily med.
One, end a psychotherapy depart
mut We re located right around
the corner from SJSU at 15th
Swim Clare Streete C. Woolen’

Ad Rates

Prim Your Ad Here

MInenurn three Imes on ono day

eCu,nt eppruconerely JO letters and speces 10, 0000 Imel

One
Two
Day
Days
3 Lines 1.1 10 13 BO
4 Cones 9380 94 50
51nes 8450 8520
Olin.. $520 8590
I,,,, Additional Low Add

9

Three
Days
14 15
8495
8555
8626
$ 70

Fodr
Day
8436
8505
65 76
8846

twos/ Nein IAA Mod

Longs 94000

Five
Days
14 50
15 20
$590
8860

11111

L I L-L-L_L-_L_L_
IC

II

Print

1111

L-L -L-L-L-L

11A1A411.L.LJ,,L_,L.A.201

Tann

Phan.

Cry State
Enclosed Is S
Llendvareo

Zip
For

SEND CRICK. MONEY 0110111
Help Wanted

Persona%

OR 0188 10

Services

SPARTAN DAILY CLASSIFIEDS

Ttavel

Housing
For Sale

Stereo

TvOing

Automotive

did

WIMP

Address

pregnancy test

mble in variety of MOS and col
end
Al. frame. pillows
ors
covers of the same fine quality et
Student dim
ordable prices

4_-1 -1-L-1.-L-L-1

15 Rut

Community Clinic Inc et 287
4090 for infotrnetion andor op
pointrunts &Mg this .0 10, fru
FUTONS corer., handcrafted from 3
8 layers of Me fine. 100% cot
ton driffiruweet futonc ere avail

_1_1-

Ii11111111114_
111111

10 14 lime 85500
IcrilIa 870 00

fil8119

E.h
tetra
Day
1 80
8 95
51 10
6126

Lost &Found

San Jose State Unover sit Y
Su Jose Caelorru 95192

Lnes

Dwilbsi0

Leonel Ir. 0010

Deadline Two deys our to outset soon
Consecutive outiliceun date. only
No rotund, on conceited ed.
’WNW
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Few changes in Chicago
during mayor’s first year
By Sharon Cohen
The Associated Press

CHICAGO (AP)
The day
Harold Washington
claimed the mayor’s office, there were promises of
sweeping reforms and warnings against an impending
era of ill feeling foreshadowed by a racially divisive election.
A year after Washington became Chicago’s first
black mayor, neither the body politic nor the racial climate has undergone drastic change.
For most Chicagoans, there is little discernible difference in daily life. Garbage is picked up, snow is plowed,
kids go to school. Chicago still works.
"I don’t think you’ll find many people who will say
Washington has made any kind of serious difference
that’s materially affected their lives," says political
strategist Don Rose.
What Washington’s first year in City Hall has done is
change the face of Chicago’s politics and the priorities of
its government.
While the Mayor’s Office was 90 percent white two
years ago, it is now nearly 60 percent minority about
the same percentage as the mayor’s minority appointments to city boards and commissions. Chicago also has

Health Corner

Pap test may find cancer

its first black police chief.
Washington travels the country to preach the message of rising minority power in national politics but is
short of showmanship compared with his predecessor,
Jane Byrne, who once rode down Michigan Avenue on
horseback and used to belt out ethnic tunes at neighborhood festivals.
Less accessible than Byrne, Washington is a private
man, unmarried, and an effective orator.
Aides also credit Washington with running a sleeker
trimming the payroll by about 2,000 jobs
government
and slashing the deficit from $78 million to $21 million at
the end of 1983 largely through layoffs, attrition, and a
hiring freeze.
Washington also turns back 20 percent of his $60,000a -year salary.
We have pared down the cost of running government," says Alderman Danny Davis, an ally. "We have
had a stable government on track and online."
But if the city’s finances are now more stable under
Washington, Chicago’s once monolithic Democrats are
more divided then ever.
"There is still a very polarized city," says Alderman
Roman Pucinski, veteran machine loyalist.

’Worst city’ to peek at ’top’
Residents of Fresno,
GREENSBORO, N.C. ( AP)
Calif., likely tired of hearing they live in one of the nation’s worst cities, soon will find out what it’s like to live in
Greensboro, recently ranked as the best place to live.
A television film crew from Fresno’s KFSN-TV,
Channel 30, began arriving in the Greensboro area during
the weekend to look the city over after Greensboro was
rated by New York researcher Robert Pierce as tops in a
national survey of 277 cities. Fresno was dead last in the
survey.
"We’re not coming to do a comparison story between
Fresno and Greensboro," said John Wallace, KFSN
anchorman. "We just want to do a story about the city
that the survey ranked first and ranked us last.
"I’m going to spend most of Monday visiting sites,"
Wallace continued. "We’re going to show our viewers
some scenes from (the) community. We’re not going to
dwell on Greensboro."
The Greensboro story will be part of a series that will
attempt to measure the psychological and economic damage that the survey which has received widespread national attention is going to have on Fresno, Wallace
said.
Meanwhile, Pierce has heard from all corners on his
poll, and not all of it has been favorable.
"Fresno seems to be taking all of this in good
humor," Pierce said. "I can’t say the same for some of
the other cities."
He said he has received about 600 phone calls, about
half of them from angry officials from cities ranked near
the bottom. One city, which Pierce declined to identify, is
threatening to sue him.
"It’s quite disappointing." he said

Two years ago, another survey rated Fresno not at
the bottom, but near it. The city laughed that one off, Wallace said.
"But now we’re getting kind of tired of this," said
Wallace

Health Corner is writ
ten by staff writer Angela
Stanford.
Today, Dr. Markets
Spiro answers a few questions about the Pap test.
Q: What is the Pap
test?
A: It is a valuable
method of early cancer detection of the uterus and
cervix.
A Pap smear is an exfoliative cytological study.
where doctors use specimens (scrappings) from
the lower genital tract
(uterus and cervix) and examine them under a microscope.
Q: What are doctors
looking for v.hen they obtain a Pap smear?
A: A Pap smear describes cells, whether they
are normal, atypical
usually in the case of inflammatory
infections,
warts, Herpes or abnormal.
When the cells are ab-

Warren Bates, forum editor of the
Spartan Daily took first-place honors at a
regional convention for sigma Delta Chi,
Society for Professional Journalists.
The awards, which included entries
from four western states, were announced
at a convention held last weekend in San
Diego.
Bates won in the in-depth reporting
category for "Maranatha . On the cutting

edge?"
The university’s Update news program swept the non-deadline television
news competition.
They included Randy Paige and Steve
King for coverage of the Alviso flood;
Gary Peixoto and Kyle Hammerness for
their feature story on Teri DeBusk of the
SJSU volleyball team; and Molly Williamson for her story on student alcoholism.

normal the condition is
called dysplasia, or maglignant.
The Pap test also allows doctors to take a hormonal evaluation (for example, whether there is a
sufficient amount of estrogen present).
Q: What is dysplasia?
A: Dysplasia is disor-

Further steps to abnormality is carcinoma -insitu, which means cancer
in place, and is a cancer
that doesn’t go beyond the
surface layer.
Q: How is an abnormal condition treated?
A: Treatment depends
on the age of the patient,
the extent of the disease
and if the woman still desires children.
There are four different treatments for dysplasia:
Cryosurgery,
or
freezing, is done by placing
a probe against the cervix.

which exposes the cervix to
temperatures.
sub-zero
The cells damaged by
freezing are shed over the
next month in a heavy, watery discharge.
- Laser treatment is
the use of a beam of light,
which vaporizes cells.
Cone biopsy, which
is the surgical removal of
the diseased area.
Hysterectomy,
which can be the removal
of the entire uterus. This is
done if the dysplasia or
carcinoma-in-situ is severe, and the woman does
not want to bear children.
Q: How often should a
woman have a Pap smear
and who should hate it
done?
A: The American College of Obstetricians and
Gynecologists advises that
every woman after age 18,
or younger women who are
sexually active, should
have a Pap smear done
yearly.

ATTENTION
Students attending Music Classes
in Fall
The following courses
have some scheduling changes:

-1-41/4AWN

’NAHUMUR*
/pp,
fraflPSATSAMOUwa
4441.9(/40111)E-ECFMREMV
0-1M11X-IllItERISCPAVEEM1AS
E51 REVIEWINTRODUCTION TO LAW San.

EARN SS SS

Call 923-1347

Marketa Spiro
gynecologist

SJSU journalists win awards

Course
Music 010A
Music 010A
Music 010A
Music 010A
Music 010A
Music 010A
Music 010A
Music 010A
Music 010A
Music 010A
Music 010B
Music 0108

Sec
5
5
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
19
2
10

MUSIC 0108

10

Music 026B
Music 038

WHILE LOSING WEIGHT & INCHES
irie;44; eAtikliTte/4

dered growth (lack of organized growth).
In mild cases, about
half the cells are abnormal.
In moderate cases, a
few cells are abnormal.
If the condition is severe, then there are many
abnormal cells and ( these)
can develop into cancer.

PitepaAatiew, 4 at Fedi:A.9/

Course
Music 038
Music 130B
Music 140C
Music 141
Music 141
Music 142
Music 145
Music 146D
Music 147A
Music 1478
Music 156
Music 157
Music 160A
Music 172
Music 172

1
3

See
4
1
1
1
2
1
3

1

2
1
1
3
1
1
2

Cows*
Music 172
Music 172
Music 170A
Music 1708
Music 170C
Music Ed 181
Music Ed 181
Music Ed 181
Music Ed 181
Music 185
Music 185
Music 185
Music 185

Sec
3
4
1
1
1
1
2
3
4
1
2
3
4

For Further Information
Please Contact the Music Dept.

COMPLETE SELECTION OF CURRENT TITLES
Best Selection of Science Fulton in South Ka,

41.

BARGAINS BY THE 100’s ON OUR SALE TABLES
The County’s Big Bookstore

BOOKS INC.

EDUCATIONAL CENTER

420 TOWN & COUNTRY VILLAGE
I
STE

spiotozt

Call Days Eyes & Weekends

WE’S EVES & WEEKENDS 243 S2R2
It S:EK AT WISCIIESTEIS HIND

.1

WE RENT & SELL VIDEO MOVIES

35051^
and
otSC
oty00

PALO ALTO (415) 327-0841
499 Hamilton Avenue 94301

Always 1,000 titles to choose from
More Than 115 Maio( U S Cihet S Abroad
For information about other centers
OUTSIDE N V STATE CALL TOLL FREE 800-223-1782

Permanent Centers In

Plus new releases starting at $1.50

Over 10,000

available

per movie per day

Accessories, editing service and equipment.
and video taping of all occasions available.

New titles: Gandhi, 48 Hrs.,
Dr. Detroit, Psycho II, Porky’s, The Verdict,
The Outsiders, Bad Boys, Sophie’s Choice,
Stroker Ace, more.

1111-emium.
=2114

VIDEO
287-7109
42S First St

RENT VIDEO MOVIES

SJS

11.
San Jose 95110

Photo Drive Up Coupon must accompany
incoming order. Excludes use of
other coupons. Expires 5-8-84
Offer good ONLY at Photo Drive -Up

Applications are being accepted for the following positions:

Bug Problems?

Concerts/Contemporary Arts
Lectures
Dance
Classical
Artist in Residence
Film
Public Relations

COPIES 4C ea
Kodak or Xerox Equipment
Standard or Legal Size

Volkswagen Special
(Good All Semester)
Al! For
3. Check compressi,.,
4. Set timing
5. Adjust carburaira
6. Change oil
7. 3 quarts of oil
Plus parts if needed
S. Lubrication
Offer good for:
9 Adjust brakes
Pie. 1972 BUMPS, all bugs
10. Brake fluid
Kerman (,hias, Fastback,
11. Transmiso in fluid -add
Squarebacks. etc
IS Battery fluid -add
I Tune up
2 Album valves

Get Involved!!!

25

Campus Store:

279-0407

Spartan Mobil
Same Orval Locatsori for 15 years

Call 277-2807 or get app. from
A.S. Office, 3rd Floor, Student Union

ALL WORK GUARANTEED

11th & E. San Carlos

25 Other Locations To Serve You
Including:
Past ASPB events include the Wednesday Cinemas, Huey
Lewis and the News, Steve Hackett, Peter Gabrial, Ray
Bradbury, Bill Evans and More . .

Ilth & San Carlos
294-1562

SJS

Photo Drive Up Coupon must accompany
incoming order. Excludes use of
other coupons. Expires 5-8-84
Offer good ONLY at Photo Drive -Up

1572 Meridian Ave
Corner of Harnolf
26 7 -5050 -

at WIliOW

293-7341

We

PHOTO DRIVE-UP

PAPER

or a Good nos

.

